2012 ford ranger manual transmission problems

Ford Ranger owners have reported 21 problems related to manual transmission under the
power train category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of Ford Ranger based on all problems reported for the
Ranger. The contact owns a Ford Ranger. The contact stated that one minute after starting, the
vehicle failed to shift into gear and the vehicle stalled. The vehicle was not taken to the dealer,
however the manufacturer was notified. The vehicle was not repaired. The failure mileage was ,
and the current mileage was , See all problems of the Ford Ranger. Vehicle experienced
problems with the brakes. There was moisture building up on the brakes, causing the vehicle to
make a loud" boom when trying to move forward. Owner contacted the dealer, and the
manufacturer who is telling the owner that there was nothing to be concerned about. When the
consumer released the parking brake and engaged the clutch he had to accelerate as much as
rpm's to make the vehicle move forward or backwards. I was driving down the road and came
up to a light. When the light turned green I tried to put the truck into gear but was unable to do
so. I had the car brought to a mechanic and was told that the clutch, slave cylinder, and fly
wheel needed to be replaced because a pump had failed and allowed fluid to penetrate all three.
The truck only has 48, miles on it. I never in my life had to replace a clutch with only miles.
Manual transmission is extremely difficult to shift into first gear when stopped at a red light. If
the vehicle is in motion, or slightly moving, it works fine. Vehicle is drifting both forward and
backward when put into gear, and when vehicle is turned off. Also, braking system fails to
engage under wet conditions, resulting in extended stopping distance. Then, brake system
would not disengage after start up of vehicle , resulting in a noise that comes from rear end of
vehicle. Dealer states drifting does not occur when parking brake is used, for a manual vehicle
dealer states this is normal. Brakes have locked up and have failed to release, on one occasion
the consumer heard a loud dull clunk sound in the rear axle area and vehicle moved after that.
Consumer states vehicle moved back quickly in fast short spurts and then gave way rolling
quickly backward, after that is stalled and was difficult to restart. Problem1: loud, obnoxious
squawking sound from clutch area every time I engage into first gear, and sometimes when
downshifting at slow speeds. Ford has known about this problem since but still has not done
anything to resolve it. Problem2: my rear anti-lock brakes always lock up whenever it has rained
or snowed. I have to slam them about 10 times to get them to stop locking up. This is very
dangerous, and my dealership will not try to fix the problem because they say this is normal. I
disagree because this has never happened to me on any other vehical with anti-lock breaks. The
gear shift cable was melted because of its proximity to the exhaust system, according to the
repair shop. I have the part which clearly shows heat caused the failure. I called Ford customer
service and my dealer service department. I was told it was a "freak" occurance and not to
worry ablut it. The vehicle hesitated for seconds before accelerating when the gas pedal was
depressed. The vehicle has been taken numerous times to dealership for this problem, but the
dealership was unable to determine the cause of the problem. Therefore, no solution was
provided. My '97 Ford Ranger standard transmission exhibits high idle conditions while shifting
between gears. My dealer was never able to fix the problem since I bought the vehicle new. My
vehicle is no longer under bumper to bumper and emissions warranty but I have saved receipts
of their attempts to fix the problem during time vehicle was warranted back in I recently
discovered that the Ford motor company has found the exact same high idle problem with their
to model Rangers and they issued a technical service bulletin tsb When I called my dealer to
inquire and ask them to include my '97 Ranger in the bulletin, they were evasive and wouldn't
help. I would like to know what my options are. Any help greatly appreciated. Thank you. For
your info, the technical service bulletin can be found at case sensitive, please type exactly
v8sho. It causes rmps to increase to Please provide further details. While driving the vehicle has
high engine rpm between to Not safe to drive on icy road conditons. Consumer concerned
about long term wear and tear on clutch, transmission and rear axle. Dealership is aware of
problem. Standard transmission model is parked on a slight grade the vehicle will roll, neither
the transmission nor the engine will hold the vehicle. While the key is out of the ignition, the
defective manual transmission malfunctioned, the vehicle rolled away which almost caused an
accident. When trying to pass other cars or when going into passing gear transmission goes
into netural, you have to take foot of gas padel and step on gas pedal and the truck goes back
into gear. Transmission has been replaced and dealer will not make any more repairs. Manual
5-spd transmission loses power when accelerating, especially during hot weather and slightly
more so on hilly areas. The transmission is beginning to fail although it has been properly
maintained. When pulling up to a stop truck rattles with an awkward sound. Dealership has
made several attempts to correct, but with no success. Ford has sent out a TSB on this, but
even that has not corrected the problem. A factory representative spoke with the owner and
basically told him that the truck was like that. The engine is 3. Please describe details. When the

vehicle is parked in 1st gear and on an incline the truck jumps into nuetral and rolls. Car
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problems. Switch the engine off and see if the gears will then select. There are known problems
with the gears in the oil pump which are prone to wear, valve-body problems and a fault with the
output shaft speed sensor which can also fail, forcing the gearbox back into first gear at
relatively high speeds. The problem could be in the gearbox selectors which, as their name
suggests, are the mechanical linkages that allow you to select each gear. If the selectors for
fifth gear are worn or incorrectly adjusted, you could have a situation where the car is not fully
selecting fifth gear, allowing it to pop out of gear when you load the transmission. The other
possibility, of course, is that, at ,km a pretty good innings for one of these vehicles the actual
internal bits of the gearbox are so worn that the thing is jumping out of fifth in protest.
Apparently, there was a manufacturing problem with a batch of transmissions some of which
were sold in Australia and that problem caused torque-converter failure. The other problem my
insiders have identified involves the front oil pump for the transmission. Again, without this
functioning, the transmission lacks the oil pressure it needs to engage and provide drive. Like
the torque converters, it seems there was a bad batch of oil pumps made with too much
hardening applied to the teeth, which made them brittle and prone to breaking. At least your
vehicle is still under factory warranty. I have some not-so-good news for you, David. Flat-towing
an Aussie Ranger would mean that the automatic transmission would be spinning internally
without lubrication. Modern four-wheel-drive tech has all but eliminated the neutral position in
the transfer-case, so the vast majority of vehicles are in the same boat. So what are your
flat-towing options? Call back and ask what was done to ensure nothing else was affected. I
would want them to tear the gearbox down, flush everything out, and check the internals before
putting it back together and installing the new torque convertor. Have you checked the clutch?
It could be worn out at that sort of mileage. If you are concerned about it have an independent
automatic transmission mechanic assess it for you. Before you worry about what might happen
in the future the problem needs to be fixed now. I suspect the problem is not the computer, but
within the transmission. Have an auto transmission mechanic check it. Sorry, there are no cars
that match your search. Answered by CarsGuide 16 Sep Show More. What is causing the
automatic gearbox to clunk in my Mazda BT? Answered by CarsGuide 15 Sep Why does the fifth
gear pop out of my Ford Ranger when I drive on the highway? Answered by CarsGuide 11 Sep
Ford Ranger: Can I flat-tow the Australian model? Answered by CarsGuide 16 May Disclaimer:
You acknowledge and agree that all answers are provided as a general guide only and should
not be relied upon as bespoke advice. Carsguide is not liable for the accuracy of any
information provided in the answers. Complete Guide to Ford Ranger. Ford Ranger cars for
sale. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace of mind.
See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more
than three repairs. To see how frequently Ford Ranger problems occur, check out our car
reliability stats. All years. Ford Ranger repairs by problem area. Ford Ranger transmission
repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart
based on 45 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty,
do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Rust made removal difficult.
Hard to shift. Replaced seal. Had manual transmission fluid flushed and refilled. Had the seal
and differential oil replaced. I provided the parts since the repair shop was using other then
OEM replacement parts. Replaced CV axle. Vehicle was brought to private shop. Rear
differential cover was removed, axle seals and differential fluid was replaced before reinstalling
differential cover with new seal. Truck would not switch to 4WD. Replaced whole axle due to
unknown amount of time without CV joint lube. Had to be towed and completely replaced. New
clutch plate was installed, even though it still had a little wear left on it. Shop replaced clutch
and all other wear parts while already in there. The repair includes replacing the rear differential
fluid. Saved a lot of money by doing it myself. Also drained and replaced the transmission fluid.
See TrueDelta's information for all Pickups. See TrueDelta's information for all Ford models.
Ford Ranger Transmission Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles
with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Transmission line replaced due to
corrosion and rubbing on frame causing loss of fluid. The drive shaft U-joints were worn out

and needed replacing. Clutch slave cylinder frozen. Clutch was sticking. Rear pinion seal and
yoke flange replaced. Front pinion leaking, replace pinion seal and nut, topped off dif fluid.
Owner noticed fluid leaking from rear differential. Front driver's outside CV boot split since last
crawl under vehicle. Input shaft, bearing assembly and clutch slave cylinder needed replacing.
Vehicle slowly became difficult to shift into gear when parked. Noisy rear U-joint,prophylactic
replacement. Replaced front and rear ball bearings and seals after mechanic said they were
going bad. Clutch went out - replaced clutch plate, pressure plate, flywheel, throwout bearing
and shaft bearing. The grey nomads continue to make their mark and the availability of cheaper
albeit imported camping gear has meant the big outback adventure is now a reality for a lot
more Aussie families. But another big part of its appeal is that big, 3. There are plenty of
Rangers out there now it was launched here in and while it seems to be showing up as a
low-aggro ownership proposition, there are still a few things you must know. The PX Ford
Ranger 3. Oil pump blues Oddly enough, the biggest watch-out for Ranger owners is not exactly
a fault, but more of a foible. But whatever you call it, being ignorant is going to cost you dollars,
brain damage and maybe even an engine. See, the Ranger uses a variable-displacement oil
pump, aimed at improving efficiency by not pumping more oil than is necessary at the time. As
such, it uses a chain-driven design that is not self-priming. Ordinarily, this is a great idea, but
not with a Ranger five-cylinder. If the oil is left drained or draining for more than about 10
minutes, the pump can 'bleed out'. But it can be even worse, because the first instinct of many a
would-be mechanic, on seeing the red oil pressure light glowing, is to give the engine a rev to
make the light go out. Bad idea. Very bad. Less is better. A fast oil change is a good oil change,
in this case. Oh, and change the filter before dropping the oil from the sump. But if you have
been caught out, the pump can be re-primed, but it aint simple. The huge pressures involved in
direct-injection mean that the injectors and the pump are constantly working hard to keep the
Ranger rolling down the road. Hello new engine. The other advice is to be a bit picky from about
where you buy your fuel. And if the refinery tanker is on the forecourt when you arrive to fuel
up, keep driving and find another servo. The DMF is an engineering solution for the vibrations
and driveline shunt inherent in a lot of modern engines that produce big Newton-metre at
grumbly-low engine revs. The problem is that in such a torquey beast as the Ranger especially
one with a driveline hitched up to 3. Some owners have also found that the harmonic-damping
of the DMF has encouraged early clutch wear. Various companies make a conversion kit for this
exact application. Various companies make a conversion kit for this exact application, so there
are plenty of options. On the 3. The problem is that the cooler can split, leading to a loss of
coolant from the radiator. In turn, that can cause the engine to overheat and the head gasket to
blow. The test involves pumping fluorescent fluid into the EGR assembly, pressurising the EGR
to beyond its normal operating pressure and checking for leaks with a fluorescent light. The test
should be done with the fluoro liquid both hot and cold, as some EGRs seem to leak with the
engine hot or cold but not both. One switched-on workshop we spoke to reckon the problem is
that the coolant for the EGR has to first pass through the heater matrix inside the cabin. The
theory is that the heater slows the coolant too much, and it gets too hot, causing the cooler to
split. A secondary coolant path to the EGR has worked in some cases where a vehicle has
suffered multiple cooler failures. The other thing to bear in mind is that this test will only tell you
if your EGR is leaking now. Are you hungry for the latest in 4X4 news, reviews and travel?
Toyota LandCruiser. Watch the action. Find out more info. Download the brochure. Approved
Supashock Installers. Previous page. Toggle audio. To overview. Close sidemenu. Welcome to
Unsealed 4X4 Are you hungry for the latest in 4X4 news, reviews and travel? Recently added.
Unsealed 4X4 - Issue Unsealed 4X4 - Back issues. Password Forgot Password? Join Us! Join
Date: Jan Posts: 2. Manually Transmission Shifting Issues. I own a Ford Ranger with a 3.
Sometimes when I stop at a traffic light, I cannot shift to any gear. This happens about twice a
week. I have replaced the slave cylinder but this problem continues to occur. When the truck is
shut off, I have no problems shifting through all the gears. Has anyone had a similar problem?
Does anyone have a suggestion on what is causing this problem? Join Date: Oct Posts: Re:
Manually Transmission Shifting Issues. Read threw this. It might point you in the right direction
First gear hard to get into from neutral. Join Date: Dec I'm on my phone so I didn't read through
that link but I have heard that some of the aftermarket slaves don't last as long and that its best
to use the Ford part. It sucks but it might be time to do it again. Maybe you could try bleeding it.
I guess another possibility is the master cylinder but that seems more rare. Good luck to you.
Posts: 9, Join Date: Jun Posts: 6, The reason you cant shift is the clutch is not fully
dis-engaging. I would say you have air in the system yet. Its tuff to bleed out. Best thing to do is
open the bleeder and run about resivours thru it. This usually will get the air out. I will try to
bleed the system more to remove the air. It's a little frustrating because it happens so random. It
almost like trying to chase down an electrical fault. Join Date: Nov It's pretty informative. I had

exactly the same problem. Most frequently had trouble shifting into first and reverse. Part is not
too expensive, but labour is, if you can't do it yourself. I had mine changed when I had
CentreForce clutch installed, and now works perfect. Rocky Mountain Daniel. Join Date: May I
initially visited this thread after buying my truck. This, as well as many other sites, all point to
the slave cylinder being the issue. I also visited a few local shops who were actually scratching
their heads over it. I heard a lot of "That is weird. But, not before I got a "That is weird. I was
surprised being Ford that they never heard of the issue with as many people talking about it. We
did discover a couple things about it though. First, if you allow the stick shift to relax just let it
sit in neutral without having your hand on it AND leave the clutch pushed in for maybe 5
seconds, you can then slide it into the gear with no issues. The issue if you are still reading this
is related to the pilot bearing and push rod as well as the pressure plate. This is available as a
kit. But it was worth it to me as I take my ride off-road and mudding regularly. Last thing I want
is to need first gear while in the mud and not having it. Thread Tools. User Name. Remember
Me? Forgot Password? Ranger Pictures. Social Groups. Mark Forums Read. Bigddogcal
Learning to use the forums. Join Date: Jan Posts: 2. View Public Profile. Send a private
message to Bigddogcal. Find all posts by Bigddogcal. Join Date: Oct Posts: JFortner5 Vulcan
Junky. Join Date: Dec Posts: Re: Manually Transmission Shifting Issues I'm on my phone so I
didn't read through that link but I have heard that some of the aftermarket slaves don't last as
long and that its best to use the Ford part. Send a private message to JFortner5. Find all posts
by JFortner5. Join Date: Jan Posts: 9, Re: Manually Transmission Shifting Issues like Jfortner
mentioned, perhaps bleeding the system will get rid of the issue. Send a private message to
Rango Find all posts by Rango Join Date: Jun Posts: 6, Re: Manually Transmission Shifting
Issues The reason you cant shift is the clutch is not fully dis-engaging. Cab 4. He embraces it.
Caresses it. Fucks it. Each time he enters the arena, he slips his c0ck in the mouth of the beast,
and prays to thrust home before the jaws snap shut. Send a private message to pooleo. Find all
posts by pooleo. Join Date: Nov Posts: Send a private message to austinranger Find all posts
by austinranger Join Date: Jan Posts: Send a private message to SGB. Find all posts by SGB.
Rocky Mountain Daniel Learning to use the forums. Join Date: May Posts: Send a private
message to Rocky Mountain Daniel. Find all posts by Rocky Mountain Daniel. Similar Threads.
Transmission or Clutch? Shifting Issues. Manually shifting transfer case. Using the vehicle
selector to the right will present you with the correct selection of parts relevant to your specific
vehicle. Manual transmissions were pretty popular on Ford Rangers, which were discontinued
in While the Ranger was a well-built truck, there are a few issues Ford Ranger owners note with
their clutch system. Since we sell quite a few clutch kits for the Ford Ranger , we've decided to
offer a quick troubleshooting guide for Ranger clutch problems. Basically, the hydraulics are
not working, so the system will not work. Fix: The first, and easiest, task is to check the fluid
level. If low, top off the system and test the clutch pedal. Next, check for leaks along the
hydraulic lines. If discovered, identify and replace the bad lines or seals. Then, bleed the clutch
system to get any air out. Even the smallest amount of air in the lines can prevent proper
operation. If none of these helped, the slave cylinder, master cylinder, or both likely need to be
replaced. Problem: More times than not, you still have air in the clutch line and need to further
bleed the system. Fix: If a new installation: check pedal height and adjust to factory
specifications. Adjustments to the master cylinder push rod may be necessary to provide the
proper clutch pedal free play. If it is on a system that has been in use for some time, you will
need to change the clutch hydraulics as you are probably getting brake fluid leaking past the
seals due to corrosion. Problem: Usually, these are indications of a clutch disc that needs
replacement. Fix: Buy a new clutch. We've got quite a few kits for the Ranger. If you need help
choosing the right kit and are wondering whether or not to
e46 catalytic converter removal
gmc electrical
2008 ford ranger blend door actuator fuse
replace your flywheel , give us a call. Also, depending on the kit you buy, a new slave cylinder
is often recommended. Problem: The mounting angle of the master cylinder traps air within the
bore and it is difficult to fully expunge the system. Fix: Tip the master on the truck while
bleeding the system. If this doesn't work, you must remove the master cylinder and bench bleed
it. Fix: Clutch fluid can only leak from three places: master cylinder, slave cylinder, lines. Check
at the firewall where the master is mounted for signs of leaking first. This will indicate a bad
master cylinder seal. Check along the lines as well. We deal with many Ford Ranger clutch kits.
Thanks to this, we get to spend some time talking to Ranger owners about their clutch system
problems. If you have any further technical issues, feel free to contact us. Toggle navigation.
Start Here Using the vehicle selector to the right will present you with the correct selection of

parts relevant to your specific vehicle.

